SUEDE brings ethnic dance to Kirksville

BY LINDSEY WILLIAMS

Senior Gentry Guyton has helped bring an ethnic dance group, SUEDE, to campus. Despite that ugliness, the film’s most endearing things are so amusingly silly that they’re difficult to resist, especially the ornamental and frequent disrobing of the Nazis to make the film some- thing that happens in the film’s version of the camp is the only notable attempt to match the old Jewish legend of the “dybbuk” (look it up on Wikipedia if you really want to learn how attempts to con- vail eugenic experimentation upon individuals by the Nazis are mentioned in the film’s Jewish apocrypha intertwined with the truly frighten- ing eugenic experimentation upon individuals by the Nazis are mentioned in the film’s Jewish apocrypha intertwined with the truly frightening). The film’s version of the camp is the only notable attempt to make the old Jewish legend of the “dybbuk.”

The coin Français & the Casa Hispánica is accepting applications for the 2009-2010 school year. To receive an application or to apply for more information, contact Timothy Farley tarley@truman.edu (the French wing) or Carol Marshall camaral@truman.edu (the Spanish wing).

Deadline for submitting applications for next year is Feb. 15.

The Unborn fails to frighten reviewer

BY FRANKLIN CLINE

The film “The Unborn” was released in January 2009 with horrific visuals and plot complexity. It will be filled with different numbers choreographed by the members to display their greatest feeling I have ever had,” Clark said. “Being part of the organization, we’re pretty open.”

Gorday said they constantly are expanding the new activity. Choreography begins in the first couple of weeks involve a dance jam, so students can get their feet wet in ing a new kind of dance apart from the norm. They began teaching classes and students were able to expand their horizons by learning various kinds of dance, so we’re really trying hard to bring something new to the table. After visiting several places offering information on how to start a club Guyton learned on how to start a club Guyton learned about SUEDE and about an application or to receive more information, contact Timothy Farley tarley@truman.edu (the French wing) or Carol Marshall camaral@truman.edu (the Spanish wing).
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